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OCEAN PHYSICS  | UNDERWATER VEHICLES
Flight of the underwater falcon
How small remotely operated vehicles can be used for monitoring and recovery

GIVE  | EXPLORE  | SHOP

SCIENTIST SPOTLIGHT  | OCEAN LIFE
Kirstin Meyer-Kaiser
The marine ecologist shares why she finds marine invertebrates fascinating

OP-ED  | BOSTON GLOBE
Want to protect jobs? Protect the ocean
John F. Kerry suggests that if we don’t protect our oceans, there will be no blue economy

POLAR LATITUDES  | SUPPORT WHOI
45% discount on Antarctic adventure
Travel Channel named WHOI’s Whale Science Voyage one of the “Most Adventurous Tour Packages” in 2020. Book today!

SUPPORT WHOI  | OCEANUS
New issue of Oceanus!
Fall 2019 issue focuses on Ocean & Climate. Become a member and get your copy

MIT-WHOI JOINT PROGRAM  | EDUCATION
Calling STEM students
Apply for a Doctoral Degree in Oceanography or Applied Ocean Science and Engineering

WHOI IN THE NEWS
WASHINGTON POST
Thousands of barrels of oil are contaminating Brazil’s pristine coastline

POPULAR SCIENCE
Where do you park when you dive thousands of feet into the ocean?

REASON MAGAZINE
Study: Styrofoam Might Last Only Decades, Not Millennia in the Ocean

SYFY MAGAZINE
Scientists have discovered stormquakes, where earthquakes and hurricanes collide

LIVESCIENCE
What is a Sea Cucumber?
Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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